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Gov wishes happy b’day to oldest vet
By William Walker
Shelby
Governor Thompson was in Southern Illinois Thursday to wish Happy Birthday to a fellow Republican, 96-year-old Jasper P. Garrison, the nation’s oldest living veteran.
Thompson paid a visit to the Veterans Administration Medical Center’s nursing home care unit in Marion to help celebrate Garrison’s 100th birthday at a party held in his honor.

The governor and Garrison began their visit by talking about one of the veteran’s Spanish American War acquaintances, who happens to be a fellow Republican and Thompson’s “political hero,” Teddy Roosevelt.

“Roosevelt was a great leader, and I do not think I am going to Marlion to meet my friend Jacob Thompson said.
Garrison, who was born May 1, 1880, on a farm in Wayne County, served in the war from April of 1898 until May of the following year in Co. F of the 4th Illinois Volunteer Army.

Roosevelt later became president after being sent to Cuba following then Col. Roosevelt’s and his “Rough Rider’s” famous charge up San Juan Hill, which effectively ended the war.

The two Roosevelt fans exchanged comments about the former president, who Garrison said was his favorite president and Thompson called his “political hero.”

Garrison added that he and Roosevelt shared a plate with Roosevelt’s “picture” of what it was like to be a soldier.

Garrison then received a birthday card from Thompson and a variety of other gifts, including a framed letter from President Reagan, who Garrison said is doing a good job.

Following the singing of “Happy Birthday” by about 70 residents and guests, which included Garrison’s daughter Lena Hays, one of his four children, Garrison ate some birthday cake and talked briefly with the press.

Ask how he has lived so long, Garrison attributed it to his never drinking or smoking, a claim his daughter was quick to verify.

He never did drink. He never did smoke.

Gov. Thompson shares a laugh at the birthday party for the oldest living veteran, and fellow Republican, 106-year-old Jasper Garrison.

BAS course waits for University OK as protests grow
By Catherine Edman
Staff Writer
A Black American Studies course proposed for University of Illinois is being considered by the university administration.
The General Education Curriculum Council is reviewing three BAS courses from the general education curriculum in a review of the program that resulted in the elimination of 42 classes.

At one of a number of protests that have been secured since that time, faculty and staff demanded Wednesday that the courses, which were taken out of general education last Fall, be reinstated.

The courses, Introduction to Black Americans and the Third World, and The African Model, can be now be taken through the Illinois State Board. A BAS course is not being asked to be reinstated into the general studies program, said Luke Tipp, director of Black American Studies.

Garrison said the course was fair to cut one course.

John Gayon, vice president for academic affairs, said that formal processes to have the courses considered for reinstatement, if passed, has been taken. It is not the case that the courses could be redesignated to include a broad range of information. Gayon said, the course would consider.

Proposals or courses, however, must originate with faculty, he said. The proposed course must be sent to the director for review and consideration. Submitted to the dean of the college for review and approval, then submitted to the faculty, he said.

Garrison explained.

He said steps were made in spring 1962 to create a course.

See COURSE, Page 11

Committee views plan to reduce course load
By Patricia Edwards
Staff Writer
A joint committee of Faculty Senate and Academic Council members has recommended the adoption of a plan to reduce the teaching load of new faculty members for two semesters.

On a request made in March by President Albert Somm, the joint committee reviewed a proposal to cut the teaching load for on-credit and off-credit faculty for one year to allow them to concentrate on research.

Somm had suggested that the program be instituted for at least one year, the committee elicited responses from various faculty and administration.

Many felt that one year would not be enough to have a serious impact on the faculty members and recommended reduced loads for at least the first two years.

A report from the committee said.

The report indicates there was much concern about the workload on other faculty members and that the college’s work loads were already stressed on teaching and research.

Many areas are already operating with reduced teaching loads for on-credit and off-credit faculty members, the report said.

Somm, who has final say on whether the plan will be implemented, said faculty and need differ so widely within the University that the plan would not.

See PLAN, Page 11

Soviets accept aid from U.S. doctor

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Soviet Union said Thursday that radiation levels around the crippled Chernobyl nuclear power plant "are falling in the past 24 hours," but that the Soviet official in Washington said the disaster "is not yet over with."

The Soviet government Wednesday admitted 197 people had been injured, with 49 released after treatment. The government contends only two people died, but the

confirmed reports have placed the number of dead at hundreds of thousands.

The Soviet government also admitted 18 people were in serious condition and asked for more Western help in dealing with the accident at the giant plant near the Ukrainian capital of Kiev.

The Soviet Union has given permission for an American doctor, a specialist in bone marrow transplants, to help aid victims of the catastrophe at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant, four senators said Thursday.

The physician is Dr. Robert Gale of the University of California at Los Angeles. Gale serves as chairman of the International Bone Marrow Project.

"This is the case where the people received the radiation as the result of a nuclear accident and very possibly can be helped by a bone marrow transplant," Gale said.

See AID, Page 11
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The Soviet Union has given permission for an American doctor, a specialist in bone marrow transplants, to help aid victims of the catastrophe at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant, four senators said Thursday.
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Sons Albert Gore, D-Tenn., Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, Charles H. Pel, D-Cali., and Bernard Lauter, D-Conn., announced that KP Soviet official approved Gale’s trip and that the State Department has given its approval.

In a letter to the LP with the victims of the catastrophe the first time the Soviet Union has accepted, in any form, the technical and
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Newswrap

Marcos, Aquino supporters clash near May Day rally

MANILA, Philippines (UPI) - Supporters of deposed ruler Ferdinand Marcos and backers of President Corazon Aquino clashed in the streets Thursday, leaving at least $9 injured, as Aquino addressed a May Day rally only a block away. Several hours later, riot police and soldiers in full combat gear used water cannon and tear gas to disperse thousands of Marcos loyalists camped outside the U.S. Embassy. At least 56 people were arrested, police said.

Italy agrees to help Soviets combat disaster

ROME (UPI) - Italy agreed to a Soviet request for help in combating the effects of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster.

Ortega says war means huge export shortfall

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UPI) - President Daniel Ortega, speaking to thousands of workers celebrating May Day, said Thursday the Reagan administration's economic war against Nicaragua will cause a $100 million shortfall in export earnings.

Duchess leaves fortune to Pasteur Institute

PARIS (UPI) - The Duchess of Windsor, the American-born divorcee for whom a king gave up his throne, left most of her fortune to the Pasteur Institute, a hospital renowned for its cancer and AIDS research, her lawyer said Thursday. The lawyer could place no value on the fortune, saying only that it was "several tens of millions of francs."

Photographers refuse to yield film to NASA

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UPI) - News photographers unanimously refused to sign a NASA document Thursday that gives the space agency the right to confiscate film for an indefinite period in the event of a rocket accident. NASA then would not let the media set up remote cameras for Thursday's scheduled Delta rocket launching. The launch later was delayed because of a small rocket fuel leak.

Disaster data short of international guidelines

VIENNA (UPI) - The Soviet Union's initial information about the disaster at Chernobyl apparently fell short of meeting international guidelines for reporting nuclear accidents, a review of the guidelines showed Thursday. Spokesmen for the International Atomic Energy Agency refused direct comment on whether the Soviet Union was adequately following the guidelines. But a review of the information reported in the first few days of the accident indicated it did not meet normal expectations.

state

Oil company overcharges bring $4.4 million refund

CHICAGO (UPI) - Illinois has received yet another multimillion-dollar refund from a major oil company. It was announced Thursday. The state has been awarded $4,452,082 as a result of a suit brought by the federal government against the Amoco Oil Co., claiming it had overcharged accident victims. Illinois joined the suit, along with more than 40 other states.

Drive-in loses license due to X-rated offerings

ROCKFORD (UPI) - The license of a drive-in that had been showing X-rated movies visible from the road and nearby homes will not be renewed, the Winnebago County Board has decided. Southland News Co., owner of the Sunset Drive-In, will have to decide whether a court challenge is needed. Board Chairman Robert Millard said Thursday.
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Study favors civilian use of Scott Air Force Base

By William Walker

A proposal for joint military-civilian use of Scott Air Force Base has received a boost thanks to favorable findings in a report with state support construction could start as early as 1988, say spokesmen for Rep. Ken Gray.

Gray, who has supported the plan since 1983, is "extremely pleased" with the outcome of the feasibility study conducted by Richard Darby, Gray's press aide said, at a press conference on June 28.

The study projects four major economic benefits for Southern Illinois though 25 percent in increased oil and natural gas revenue; 3.4 million in unemployment payment savings of $6.5 million; a tax revenue increase of $409.9 million, and travel savings of $89.9 million.

The projected cost of the airport expansion is $3.7 million and the construction is to be done in four stages, taking until 2003 to be completed. Civilian flights would begin before then, the study said, but no date has been determined.

A guests of honor to include a new runway, passenger terminal and new hangars. Regular leaded gasoline for minal and cargo facilities. By 2015, 2.8 million passengers and 2.8 million passengers annually, the report says.

The next step toward approval rests with Governor Thompson, whose support is critical if the joint use plan for state funding, Darby said.

However, despite the need for state money, no formulas for funding has been worked out as of yet, said Clark Gray, the governor's media specialist.

The details would be worked out if Thompson gives his support to the plan.

Asked about the proposal during a stop he made in Southern Illinois earlier Thursday, Thompson said he hadn't yet read the feasibility study, but he said he hoped it was positive.

And the governor, who along with Gray last year announced that funds would be provided for the feasibility study, said he has supported the idea of joint use of the airport from the beginning.

He said joint use would boost local businesses, the private sector and the military and be pointed out that the 11 fort airports in the country have favorable results.

The main opposition to the project, which Darby said he believes is coming primarily from those living close to the proposed site, involves concerns over noise pollution and the loss of some 1,000 acres of farmland needed for construction, Gray said.

But he said careful consideration will be given to design the airport in such a way that noise will be at a minimum and that 80 to 90 percent of the farmland could be leased back after construction is complete.

Gray and Darby said they didn't expect a problem with Missouri officials, who in the past have been against proposals for civilian airports close to St. Louis Lambert International Airport.

In a press release, Gray said Lambert will reach a saturation point by 1990, according to the Federal Aviation Administration.

The Department of Transportation has scheduled public hearings in the St. Louis area to discuss residents' concerns, after the report is made to Thompson.
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Arabs shunned Palestinians

Safe hazing

This letter is a response to the April 23 DE article "Police stymie sign-hanging plot at April 29 Cardboard box. Regatta a very successful piece of performance art. It was not just my staff and I who made the event.

It was the spectators who enjoyed the event. It was the boat captains who reveled in their glory or laughed at their defeat. The Divers who spent five hours in the water, mud and soggy cardboard to make life easier for the captains. It was the Boat Dock staff and liegards who pulled tons of cardboard and more than a few soggy captains from a watery doom.

But most of all, thanks goes to all the people like William Palmer who understood the many complexities of the Great Cardboard Boat Regatta. My hat is off to you, Arthur, Rich and, yes, to the Regatta's architect, professor, management, and all the other people who weren't there.

I would like to thank everyone who helped make the Cardboard box. Regatta a very successful piece of performance art. It was not just my staff and I who made the event.

The University handles the fraternals organizations on this campus. They took away the cannon and now they take away the fun of being a pledge. I stand beholden with one hand phone call. We don't know who the State College students are, or whether any of the students, State College students and the government are the only government in the future.

If a student tells an American about his university life, it's either like no other, they've come away with a greater understanding of the other person.
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Comments on photo essay: Intellectual life missing...

I was wondering whether the pictorial essay, "A Day in the Life of SIE" (April 23) is inattentively omitted scenes of the intellectual life of the campus.

Save for one picture of a law student studying, I find the absence of any classroom or library scenes an intriguing commentary of the images presented to the community.

- Lawrence R. Jaquez, professor, management.

A recent supplement to the DE gave the student view of "A Day in the Life of SIE-U.C." I note with sadness that there is no reflection of academic classroom activity. It appears that studying is a very low-priority item at the University. Is this the impression we want to give? Is it a correct assessment of the situation?

- George D. Parker, associate professor, Mathematics.

Thanks for campus tour

We would like to thank everyone all SIE-U.C. who took the time to show us around the campus on April 24. We want to thank Sara and everyone at the Recreation Center, and Vicki and all her helpers at the museum who helped show us around.

We all enjoyed going to Morris Library, the football stadium and the Arena. We would like to thank Coach Herrin and Coach Smith for arranging this office, and we enjoyed meeting Randy, the most delicious food at the Student Center cafeteria was also very good. - The fourth graders at Logan Elementary School, Benton.

Sorry about phony letter

I would like to apologize for the letter submitted to the DE on April 10. I submitted that letter as a joke under the name of a friend of mine. The letter’s content pertained to the 1986 championship and the Arena. We would like to thank everyone at SIE-U.C. who took the time to show us around the campus on April 24. We want to thank Sara and everyone at the Recreation Center, and Vicki and all her helpers at the museum who helped show us around.

We all enjoyed going to Morris Library, the football stadium and the Arena. We would like to thank Coach Herrin and Coach Smith for arranging this office, and we enjoyed meeting Randy, the most delicious food at the Student Center cafeteria was also very good. - The fourth graders at Logan Elementary School, Benton.

Arabs shunned Palestinians

IT WOULD BE NAIVE TO EXPECT any changes in either country's positions on nuclear disarmament, the strategic defense initiative, Afghanistan or Libya as a result of this discussion. Years of distrust, dislike and disagreement cannot be overcome in a single phone call. We don't know who the State College students are, or whether any of the students, State College students and the government are the only government in the future.

But a student tells an American about his university life, it's either like no other, they've come away with a greater understanding of the other person.
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The burning of Old Main

Mystery cloaks arson case 17 years after fire

By Tom Atkins
Focus Page Editor

Seventeen years after a fire reduced the Old Main Building on campus to rubble, the investigation into who started the blaze is still open.

The man who spearheaded the arson investigation, Capt. Carl Kirk of the SIU-C Police, says he's fairly certain who did it.

"We have a suspect but we can't prove it," he said.

The suspect was a hard-core troublemaker, Kirk said. He was not a student then and is not one now. Kirk said he knows where the man lives and keeps tabs on him.

Nobody in the department is actively pursuing the case now, Kirk said. But the case file sits half an arm-length away in his desk. If a new lead came in, this is what he would grab.

And a new lead to throw some light on the case would make Kirk a happy man. Especially if it meant proving who did it.

"That would be the crown of the career to solve that," he says, staring at the ceiling with a soggy cigar butt clenched in his teeth. Kirk has been on the force for 28 years. His broad, 6-foot-2-inch frame has begun to slump. His voice is broken now and then by a thick cough.

THE FIRE, reported early Sunday morning, June 8, 1969, was probably a product of the times. Kirk says sitting in his cluttered office, the drapes pulled shut. "The tone was governed by the damn war in Vietnam — pure and simple."

Student radicalism was at an all-time high then; nothing at all like the student activism of today, he said. Then, groups like Students for a Democratic Society were serious about making themselves heard.

Students came from the University of California at Berkeley for the sole reason of "causing trouble," Kirk said.

Although the leftist SDS was heavily implicated in the arson, right-wingers were accused also.

One witness, who still lives in Carbondale, said students on the far right set the blaze knowing it would make trouble for the student radicals, Kirk says.

THE CASE: an interesting one, he said, and it took some interesting twists. One led the investigation team to Fort Smith, Ark., to interview an ex-student. It was a dead end. "It was a long way to go just to find nothing," he says, but if the case had led them as far away as California, he was prepared to go there, too.

One of the biggest leads Kirk had was when someone reported that a student, strolling with his parents early that Sunday morning, had taken a snapshot of a person running from the building immediately before the fire broke out.

The police looked high and low for the picture, as well as for the person alleged to have taken it. Nothing turned up. There were so many rumors floating around, it was impossible to tell truth from fiction, he says.

Another lead came in the form of a note found by a student in the Student Union. "Help, Help. Please help me. I burned Old Main. Don't call the police, I'm sick," the note read. It was signed with the name of a person who, if he existed, was never found.

IN 1978, a call from San Leandro, Calif., came to the office of the then-newly appointed president Somit. The caller said he knew who had started the blaze, and that he had bothered his conscience so much for the past 10 years he finally decided to tell who it was.

The caller identified the arsonist as being a man with a large, bulging gut and a tag on his head, Kirk ran the lead down, but it turned out to be the custodian who had reopened the fire in the first place. The custodian was cleared of all suspicion, Kirk says.

That the fire was arson was indisputable, Kirk says. Fire Chief Elmer Rogers found a burning waste can in a room on the south-west corner of the third floor.

Because the blaze had not reached that part of the building yet, Kirk says, there was no way the waste can could have ignited without someone deliberately setting fire to it.

While crews struggled to put out the fire, which began in the attic, a custodian found charred rugs and maps in a closed closet on the third floor. This was probably the result of the arsonist lighting a fire then closing the closet door, according to Kirk. The lack of oxygen then smoothered it.

All THE FIRE began to spread, a call went out over the campus that the University's oldest and most-respected building was burning. An all-student force formed, a bucket brigade and carried books, office equipment, files and personal belongings from the many offices housed in the building.

One person found the message, "P— Old Main is burning," scrawled on a chalkboard. Whether it was written after the fire was started or before is not known, Kirk says.

Although it's a slim chance, Kirk says he would still like to prove who the arsonist is and bring the suspect to prosecution. "I feel we just missed the person."

The fire consumed countless volumes of books in faculty offices. Student papers and tests were also destroyed. Because it was at the end of the semester, professors had to grade students using their best judgement. Graduation ceremonies were held June 11.

Built in 1870, the limestone and brick building was partially consumed by fire in 1882. After being rebuilt, it remained intact until 1969. Old Main used to be the cornerstone for the University. The H-shaped building sat in the now-bricked area in front of Shryock Auditorium. The front doors faced the fountain by Davies Gymnasium.
Emeritus professor of social work and director of the Emeritus College, Auerbach will present a talk titled "Ageing in the People's Republic of China and other Developing Countries." During the discussion Auerbach will show slides he made when he visited China, Cuba, Africa and Nicaragua.

The forum is open to the public at no charge. Coffee and tea will be provided.
Mainstreet East to join drying out trend

By Nora Cowser

Staff Writer

"Soft-tails is Mainstreet East's answer to the operators of the non-alcoholic bar in Carbondale," owner Paulette Curkin says she believes that Mainstreet East is the first bar in the area to do this.

"Soft-tails," as opposed to cocktails, will be served to the side of the regular bar. Curkin said this area had previously been used as a delicatessen but now will serve non-alcoholic wine, non-alcoholic beer, Perrier, virgin daquiris, virgin pina coladas and other non-alcoholic drinks.

"We feel it will be a service," Curkin said. She added that the profit margin they receive from this venture will not be as large as from the alcoholic bar because the price for all drinks is flat $1.25.

"I just got back from Connecticut and all the bars and restaurants have non-alcoholic menus there," she said. "We've had a call for this and there is a large number of over 21 people who want to drink it also.

"The bar is also lowering its age requirements for entrance from 18 to 18 and Curkin said that all underage patrons will be served "soft-tails."

Curkin said everything is ordered and she hopes to open the non-alcoholic section by 10 a.m. today.

Membership lag spurs closure of Playboy clubs

CHICAGO (UPI) - Playboy Enterprises Inc. announced Thursday it is closing its last three Playboy Clubs, including the original Chicago club, one in Los Angeles and its Empire Club in New York - which couldn't be helped even with the introduction of male "rabbits."

The closings will be effective June 30.

Playboy decided to close the clubs after its Empire Club in New York failed to attract new keyholders despite new marketing techniques, including male waiters called "rabbits" to work alongside the traditional bunnies.

Playboy spent millions of dollars to open the new Empire Club last November and intended it to be a prototype for the clubs in Los Angeles and Chicago, a spokesman said.

"In light of its results and our assessment of its business potential, prudent business practice dictates the closing of the clubs in these three cities," Playboy president and chief operating officer Christie Hehner said.
Motorcycle program throughout May. Course No. 12 will meet from 6 a.m. to noon May 12-16. Course No. 13 will meet from 3 to 8 p.m. May 18-21. Contact the Office of Continuing Education at 536-7275 to register.

REGISTRATION closes May 23 for the June 17 and 19 College Level Examination Program (CLEP). Late registration closes May 22 for the June 18 Law School Admission Test (LSAT). May 26 is the registration deadline for the June 21 Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT). Call 330-3203 to register.

JEFFY AUBRECHT, director of the Emeritus College, will present a talk and slide presentation on the People's Republic of China titled "Aging in China and Developing Nations" from noon to 1:30 p.m. Friday in the Wiham Faculty Lounge.

FRIENDS OFCarbondale Public Library will conduct a spring book sale from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday at the library, 400 W. Main.

FINA COM MUNICATIONS Commission examination for the technician and general class amateur radio operator license will be held at 6:30 p.m. Friday at Juan A. Logan College. Applicants are asked to bring their original license, a copy of the original license issued, one 2-Ds and $4 for the examination fee.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS Audubon Society will conduct its monthly meeting at 7:30 p.m. Friday at First Federal Savings and Loan, 500 W. Main. A slide presentation titled "Effects of Tropical Deforestation on Illinois Birds" will be featured.
Not-so-typical sport features underwater fun

By Jeanine M. Stevenson
Student Writer

Buddy breathing, backbone cruises and the "bends" are all components of a less-than-typical activity.

"This sport is not like football where everyone tries it once or twice," an avid enthusiast says.

The Egyptian Divers, SLU's skin and scuba-diving club, has opened the door for many in the community wishing to experience the sport.

Dave Scola, 20, junior in psychology, has become a certified scuba diver through the club's instruction program.

"EVER SINCE I was 3 years old, when my parents gave me a pair of rubber flippers and an underwater mask for my birthday," Scola recalls, "I wanted to be a scuba diver.

"Then all through high school I wanted to either scuba dive or fly. I tried flying but it wasn't as great as I thought it would be.

Scola took the first step toward his scuba diving dream when he joined the Egyptian Divers two years ago.

"When the weather is nice we make weekly dives in the strap-mane pits in Pinckneyville and in Marion," Scola said.

EVERY YEAR the Egyptian Divers sponsor club trips during the summer months.

The club went to Cozumel, Mexico over Thanksgiving, took a cruise to the Bahamas for Christmas and spent spring break in Cancun, Mex. and Fla.

Dive equipment rental costs are reduced by nearly 70 percent and most of the transportation costs for trips are funded by the Undergraduate Student Organization.

THE SKIN- and scuba-diving class, which is offered through the general studies curriculum, is taught by physical education professor Pete Carroll.

Carroll is also faculty advisor of the Egyptian Divers. The club has been a registered student organization for 5 years.

THE SAFETY procedures that two divers must engage in often are in the formation of the club.

The basic water safety procedures must be demonstrated before a sport diver can be certified. Buddy breathing is a safety technique practiced by two people who share the air from a single regulator.

AFTER BECOMING a certified sport diver, one can dive down to 130 feet underwater, but the recommended limit is 100 feet, Scola said.

The pressure results in compressed air molecules that can get into a diver's fatty bone tissue. If pressure is not released, the air molecules will cause pain in the back and joints — hence the bends.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Energy Department may never be able to tap 130 billion barrels of oil reserves, worth up to $2 billion, from a California field because officials ordered hasty production that left behind many isolated deposits, an internal audit says.

The department has violated federal law each year since 1979 by exceeding production limits intended to conserve oil at the Elk Hills. Calif., field, which the department owns jointly with the Chevron Corp.

The department's inspector general said in its April 14 report auditors quoted department engineers as blaming the rush to pump deposits on "politics." The department's desire to maximize short-term income and "strong pressure" from Chevron.

"A department spokesman, disputing the finding that many deposits are now too isolated to be located economically, said Thursday the inspector general's office failed to consider studies suggesting that all the oil could eventually be recovered.

The inspector general said about half the isolated oil pockets still could be recovered and sold commercially if the department were to slow production, which was 76 percent above the recommended rate from 1979 to 1985.

$2.3 billion in oil reserves feared unusable
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Instruction quality may be price for salary increases, faculty say

By David Sheets
Staff Writer

The University’s 2 percent internal reallocation plan is thriving despite being the focus of a two-year scenario between academic deans, department chairs and the administration.

The plan, two years into its first year of life, was designed to increase faculty salaries by repurposing 2 percent of the money allocated for faculty wages in each school and college. Explained to Guyon, vice president for academic affairs and overseer of the plan. But a distinct division of opinion mars unanimous favor for the plan.

Lionel Bender, Department of Anthropology chairman, said that when the plan was first introduced “a couple of years ago” he “realized it was another example of the kind of SILT administrative double-talk we have heard too frequently in recent years.”

“Wages for the 2 percent tax is supposed to come from the salaries of retired faculty members, attribution faculty members, who have moved to other schools, a larger number of vacated faculty positions, Guyon said.

But there is a drawback: faculty are forced to come from the salaries of retired faculty members, attribution faculty members, who have moved to other schools, a larger number of vacated faculty positions, Guyon said.

Richard Vitale, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency’s assessment manager, said in an earlier interview that once departmental chairs figure out that in their department there is going to be no increase their first move is to figure out who else is going to get cut.

He said the administration is asking for the 2 percent cut across the board and not looking closely at where cuts can be made without affecting undergraduate or graduate programs.

Vitale added that cutting faculty members arbitrarily will mean sacrificing some academic programs, particularly if the University makes no attempt to follow key program teaching positions.

Gary Kolb, chairman of the Cinema and Media department, said in an IEA-NEA news release that it is important for people across this campus to know that this plan means the outright elimination of some programs.

Kolb, a member of the SIU-C Faculty Organizing Committee, affiliated with the IEA-NEA, added that “very few programs will be able to go untouched with this cookie-cutter approach to faculty size reduction.”

Harold Richard, director of Institutional Research and Studies, defended the tax, explaining that it is primarily based on “the need that faculty members are not producing as many courses as they have for the level of faculty” compared to other universities of similar faculty size and comprehensiveness.

Richards illustrated his point by saying that “in round numbers we have approximately 2,200 full-time faculty members for about 1,000 full-time students.” He said this averages out to be slightly more full-time faculty members at the University than needed to handle the full-time load of students.

He said this justifies “taking the excess faculty salaries and spreading them around and having faculty take up the existing load” of classes left idle by vacant faculty positions.

Richard said that faculty at other universities in Illinois devote more time to teaching courses than faculty members at SIU-C do.

“The state has been faulting us for that,” he said. “I penalized us on our own budget because we weren’t matching the standard productivity level of other institutions per faculty member.”

When asked why no faculty protest over the 2 percent tax was lodged with this administration prior to its implementation, Bender said many people probably underestimated the plan.

“I GUESS because of just carelessness the tax was played down in importance,” he said. “I have to admit that at the time I didn’t particularly like it, but I thought ‘I guess it’s not such a big deal.’”

The five-year plan will net roughly $500,000 each from the University’s 12 schools and colleges, but most of the deans stressed that further state salary appropriations and the tax itself would expand labor bases each year, making the tax worth more in dollars each year.

The tax “means that fewer faculty will be doing more work for more pay,” Bender said. “This is not my understanding of what a salary increase means.”

Guyon said reports from the deans on where departmental cuts can be made must be in his office by May 5.

It comes down to what is the highest priority,” for a research institution like the University, said Donald Beggs, College of Education dean. “We have to get faculty salaries increased.”
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to compensate for the three that were removed from the general curriculum.

Since then, four people have been involved in trying to get the course off the ground. Bryan, Tripp, Maria Moorthy, an artist and social work, and Mary Davidson, director of the School of Social Work.

Tripp said he and Moorthy conducted a course that would cover the ethnic origins of the country, part Black Americans. The proposal was presented to

Civil Engineering and Mechanics professor.

The committee suggested that new faculty members not be burdened with new courses each semester or year. It also recommended that some colleges reorganize their schedules to reduce the actual number of courses in the catalog.

A reorganization would mean that some courses would not be offered ever so semester but would be offered once a year or even every two years.

Another suggestion by the committee is to assign ad

have to be implemented, colleges would need
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humanitarian assistance offered by the United States.

The Soviets have maintained that the request was greatly exaggerated by the Western media.

The U.S. Embassy was bringing in a team of six平面 radiation experts to coordinate radiation experts with special equipment when there was an explosion in the atmosphere, a U.S. official said. The same specialists were also offered for this mission.

A contamination fear swept Europe. Thursday Soviet countries banned food imports from the Soviet Union and most of Europe were very uncomfortable and concerned.

Europe remained at the mercy of the weather after the wind pushed radioactive fallout south. In some parts of Europe, wind patterns have prevailed for the past months.

REPORTS from Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday.

In Moscow, the Italian Embassy said the Soviet request for aid specifications were to be followed up and monitored by the United Nations.

Filipino asks for more and better U.S. aid

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Philippine ambassador to the United States called Thursday for a massive in

Filipinos live in poverty, in

industry is working at less than 50 percent of capacity and the hunger and starvation in many parts of the Philippines ex

exceeds that experienced during the Japanese occupation in World War II.

He said the Aquino government

is grateful for the promised $80 million in U.S. aid, but the package is not responsive to Philippine needs.

"We would like to see the United States help us in the way we need the help rather than how you feel we should be helped," he said.

Thus, instead of short-range assistance programs, "we would be appealing more like the Marshall Plan," the massive aid program that put Western Europe on its economic feet after 1945.

"If Europe was devastated by war during World War II, the Philippines underwent equal devastation by the Marcos-Imelda regime," Pelaez said.

The 7,600-island country requires a combination of assistance, including better access to American markets, a larger share of the U.S. textile market, technical assistance that can reform the economy and more American industry is set up here.

"If the American government sympathizes with us at this time, the way to show it is to allow us better access to American markets," he said.

The United States also could help by persuading Philippine firms to take part in the $1.3 billion construction program for U.S. military housing, which is not restricted to American citizens.

The post-Marcos era has produced signs of economic progress.

"What is clearly needed is a follow-up to ensure that the gains are maintained and increased, and this can only be done if our people are lifted - and lift themselves with the help of friends - from the economic morass they have been dumped into by Marcos and company," he said.
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The Modern Day Saints, one of the most talented bands to emerge from the sometimes-contrived Caribou, Quebec, music scene, have moved one step closer to national recognition by waxing a record deal and releasing their first LP. Either You're in or You're Out is the first wax offering by the band, a six-song sampler of the band's best original material.

Many fans may find this unusual as the Saints are better known for covering other artists' material than writing their own songs. But with the band members' obscure talents as pop songwriters and musicians of tunes that fit into the same category as those of the Cars and the Psychedelic Furs.

THE SAINTS have been honing their craft in bars for more than a few years, playing covers of songs by artists ranging from the Cars to the Cars to the Monkees. The song stylings and lyrical punch are often so unique that original material can be found in the music of the band.

RIOTS mar May Day festivity from Poland to Paraguay

By United Press International

Thousands of workers celebrated May Day in Moscow’s Red Square Thursday despite the nuclear disaster 300 miles to the southwest, and police clashed with crowds from Poland to Paraguay, forcing the international day of labor.

Violence marred the international workers’ day—which was created after the killing of 11 people 90 years ago in Chicago’s Haymarket Massacre—in cities in South Africa, Chile, Poland, Paraguay and Brazil. Hardest hit were the segregated black townships of white-ruled South Africa, where police firing has claimed more than 2,000 lives since September 1984.

A strike by millions of black workers aimed at forcing the government to declare May Day a national holiday brought most commercial activity to a halt. One black was killed in clashes between police and rioters and more than 100 were arrested.

Thousands of striking blacks packed rallies in Johannesburg, the south coast city of Port Elizabeth, the site of a bomb explosion in the blacks’ bathroom of a suburban railway station. Police said no one was injured in the blast.

Millions of Soviet workers marched, stamped and shouted, “Glory to the People,” in May Day celebrations across the country that lacked indications of outward concern over the nuclear accident at the Chernobyl power plant north of Kiev in Ukraine, 300 miles northeast of the stricken plant, tens of thousands of workers marched past Lenin’s mausoleum, where Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev and most of the ruling Politburo waved and clapped.
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**House committee gives approval to trade deficit bill**

WASHINGTON (UPI) — A bill that would force other countries to lower U.S. trade barriers was passed through a House committee Thursday despite Republican warnings that the measure would be vetoed by President Reagan.

The controversial bill was approved by voice vote in the House Ways and Means Committee after a last-minute Republican substitute was rejected on a party-line vote of 21-13.

The bill, intended to hold down trade deficits that soared to nearly $160 billion in 1982, was expected to go to the House Rules Committee next week and to reach the House floor by May 14.

Rep. Bill Procter, R-Minn., who took the lead in Republican attempts to bring the bill in line with administration wishes, said the massive bill had at least 15 provisions that would lead to a veto.

The bill, opposed by administration officials, would transfer some of the president's trade authority to lower-ranking bureaucrats while giving him new powers he has not asked for.

The most controversial provision was an amendment by Rep. Richard Gephardt, D-Mo., which would put the list of countries whose exports to the United States far exceed their trade imbalances by 10 percent annually out over years.

**Fuel leak delays rocket launch**

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UPI) — A quarter-cup of leaking rocket fuel forced NASA Thursday to delay until Saturday the blastoff of a Delta rocket with a weather satellite on board — scotching the agency's first major post-Challenger launch try.

NASA spokesman Hugh Harris said engineers conducting last-minute tests discovered a small amount of rocket fuel had leaked past the main fuel valve in the Delta's first stage engine, which burns liquid oxygen and RP-1 rocket fuel, a highly refined form of kerosene.

"This was a very small amount of kerosene," Harris said, adding it amounted to about a quarter of a cup. "It was found in the engine bell, which is the lowest point in the system.

Engineers initially hoped to reschedule blastoff for Friday, but agency spokesman George Diiler said they ultimately decided to postpone for 48 hours until 5:18 p.m. Saturday "in order to allow the launch crew time to rest." The weather forecast calls for a 50 percent chance of thunderstorms.

It was a frustrating disappointment for the space agency, striving to make its first launch since the Challenger disaster Jan. 28 and the launch of an Air Force Titan 3D rocket two weeks ago at Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif.

Diller said that even if the Delta had taken off on time Thursday, "We believe we probably would have had a safe flight. There was no chance of an explosion." But he said small fuel lines could have ruptured which would have decreased the rocket's power to carry the weather satellite into its orbit.

The engine fuel lines will be dry out Friday and more testing will be conducted. If engineers find additional problems which they do not expect, the valve may have to be reworked. That would take about 10 days.

Acting NASA Administrator William Graham, other top agency managers and a crowd of reporters and photographers were on hand at the Kennedy Space Center only to be disappointed.

**Scientists link baldness to overactive hormones**

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Scientists said Thursday they have found a molecular "missing link" confirming that the balding condition that shines the scalps of billions of men is tied to excessive activity of male hormones.

The University of Miami team reported that oil glands in scalps struck by male pattern baldness have more hormone glands than normal, with 50 percent to 100 percent greater capacity for finding the ingredients of the male hormone testosterone.

The receptors catch hormones as they enter cells in the sebaceous glands of the scalp and convert them to testosterone, where they enter the gene structure in the cell's nucleus.

Because sebaceous glands are attached to hair follicles and operate closely with them, the receptor process short-circuits hair growth, but how this happens is not yet clear, said Dr. Marty Sawaya of the school's department of dermatology.

It is uncertain whether the findings will lead to a drug to combat baldness, she said.

"We're still trying. We have some (hormone) inhibitors and some compounds in mind, but it's going to take a while longer," Sawaya said.

Male pattern baldness is a hereditary condition that affects 40 percent of men between age 18 and 39, and 24 percent of men over age 50.

**Miss Gay Southern Illinois Pageant**

Sunday, May 4th, 10:00 pm GST $2.00 cover at Mainstreet East, 213 East Main, a special nightclub for special people.
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NASA spokesman Hugh Harris said engineers conducting last-minute tests discovered a small amount of rocket fuel had leaked past the main fuel valve in the Delta's first stage engine, which burns liquid oxygen and RP-1 rocket fuel, a highly refined form of kerosene.

"This was a very small amount of kerosene," Harris said, adding it amounted to about a quarter of a cup. "It was found in the engine bell, which is the lowest point in the system.

Engineers initially hoped to reschedule blastoff for Friday, but agency spokesman George Diller said they ultimately decided to postpone for 48 hours until 5:18 p.m. Saturday "in order to allow the launch crew time to rest." The weather forecast calls for a 50 percent chance of thunderstorms.

It was a frustrating disappointment for the space agency, striving to make its first launch since the Challenger disaster Jan. 28 and the launch of an Air Force Titan 3D rocket two weeks ago at Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif.

Diller said that even if the Delta had taken off on time Thursday, "We believe we probably would have had a safe flight. There was no chance of an explosion." But he said small fuel lines could have ruptured which would have decreased the rocket's power to carry the weather satellite into its orbit.

The engine fuel lines will be dry out Friday and more testing will be conducted. If engineers find additional problems which they do not expect, the valve may have to be reworked. That would take about 10 days.

Acting NASA Administrator William Graham, other top agency managers and a crowd of reporters and photographers were on hand at the Kennedy Space Center only to be disappointed.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) — Scientists said Thursday they have found a molecular "missing link" confirming that the balding condition that shines the scalps of billions of men is tied to excessive activity of male hormones.

The University of Miami team reported that oil glands in scalps struck by male pattern baldness have more hormone glands than normal, with 50 percent to 100 percent greater capacity for finding the ingredients of the male hormone testosterone.

The receptors catch hormones as they enter cells in the sebaceous glands of the scalp and convert them to testosterone, where they enter the gene structure in the cell's nucleus.

Because sebaceous glands are attached to hair follicles and operate closely with them, the receptor process short-circuits hair growth, but how this happens is not yet clear, said Dr. Marty Sawaya of the school's department of dermatology.

It is uncertain whether the findings will lead to a drug to combat baldness, she said.

"We're still trying. We have some (hormone) inhibitors and some compounds in mind, but it's going to take a while longer," Sawaya said.

Male pattern baldness is a hereditary condition that affects 40 percent of men between age 18 and 39, and 24 percent of men over age 50.
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Westerners healthy after flight from Ukraine

LONDON (UPI) — More than 100 U.S. British and Canadian students evacuated from the Soviet Union's nuclear disaster area were checked for possible radioactive contamination and given a clean bill of health who they arrived Thursday night.

"We're all perfectly all right," said one relieved student, Susan Lessof of Britain's Manchester University, after the checks that lasted about two hours. "There's nothing wrong with any of us.

The students, all of whom had been in the Kiev-Minsk area affected by the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant, were examined by specialists who boarded the British Airways flight from Moscow with Geiger counters.

Some of the students hugged each other with relief. Others popped open a bottle of champagne and toasted their homecoming. Friends cheered as they left the baggage claim area and headed for homes or hotels.

Officials said some slight radioactivity was found in baggage aboard the aircraft, some of which was held for further checks.

Airline officials said 111 students — most of them British, but including a handful of Americans and Canadians — were among 131 passengers who landed aboard British Airways Flight 721 at London's Heathrow Airport. Officials in Moscow had said 114 students were aboard the flight.

Most of the other passengers were Britons who had not been in the affected zone but who were asked by the British to leave the Soviet Union.

Mark Birdshaw, 25, from Sagel, Idaho, said the student, received conflicting reports from the Soviet and from Western sources about the severity of the disaster and, "We were caught in the middle.

"We needed to take the safe route rather than the sorry," said Birdshaw, who was on his third trip to the Soviet Union. He added that a "democratic vote was taken among the group of 85 in Kiev whether to go or stay, and that only seven wanted to remain. They all left.

The students underwent examination in London although they carried clean bills of health issued by Soviet doctors when they boarded the flight in Moscow for the voyage home.

They were clad in white coveralls or blue and gray track suits. Their civilian clothing was stored elsewhere for examination for possible contamination.

The students were the last to leave the plane and were taken immediately to a special room at Heathrow Airport. At one time they were subjected to Geiger-counter checks while other examiners checked baggage, cargo, passanger cabins — even toilets.

Passenger Barbara Brucker, among a party of senior citizens whose two-week Moscow-Yalta vacation was cut short by the disaster, said passengers aboard the flight were "up and down" healthy — before leaving the Soviet Union.

"I have this certificate of health," one young man who declined to disclose his name said before he left Moscow. "I'll feel much better when British doctors check me.

Besides the Geiger counters, the equipment awaiting the students at London, included Britain's only mobile lead-lined radiation unit.

---

For a Quatro's Small Cheesy Deep Dish or Thin Crust Pizza, with a topping of Two, 16 oz. cups of icy cold Pepsi or AND topped off with FAST, FREE Delivery for only $4.99.

---

Bill & Vic's Fish Net
Pets and Supplies of all Kinds

1 cent Fish Sale every Wednesday
Murdale Shopping Center Carbondale, Illinois
Mon-Sat 10-6pm 618-549-7211

---

FRI is MARGARITA DAY

2-00 & 6-00 Drafts 50c
Margaritas 1.25
Dos Equis XX 1.25

9-00 Close

Moose Head
Appleton Run 1.25

Fres Horizzes
119N. Washington
457-3336

---

NOTICE
SIU Students To Discontinue Telephone Service

For all off-campus Salukis about to race for home —
If you rent equipment from GTE:
• Save time
• Save the missing instrument charge
• Bring your phone to:

GTE Phone Mart: University Mall
HOURS —
Monday thru Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sunday - 12:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

If you own your phone - there is no need to place
your remove order in person.
• Save time

CALL: 457-1232
HOURS: 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
DAYS: Monday thru Friday

---
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Grad council selects finalists for 2 posts

By Patricia Edwards

The Graduate Council's Search Committee for associate vice president for academic affairs and research and dean of the Graduate School has made the selection of finalists.

James Lerning, spokesman for the committee, said Thursday at the council's last spring semester meeting that the committee will make its formal recommendation to John Guyon, vice president for academic affairs and research, on Thursday afternoon.

No formal announcement on the finalists will be made until a selection has been made.

The council voted 14-4 in favor of a resolution to draw up a list of faculty having experience in foreign universities, which would enable better admission decisions in regard to foreign students.

The list will be used by the Graduate School and various departments to gain the transcripts and academic backgrounds of foreign students.

The Joint Conference Committee of the Graduate Council and the Faculty Senate reported to the council its findings on proposed reduced teaching loads for new faculty members. The proposal would enable tenured-track faculty to concenrate more on research during the beginning of their appointments.

The action came in response to President Albert Smith's request that the proposition be reviewed. The council accepted as a resolution.-but did not vote-that reduced loads for new faculty members would be a constructive action. However, it did not address the complications that such a policy would entail.

The council by unanimous vote allowed graduate students who regularly attend the council's meetings and are council members representing the graduate students to participate in the Program Review Committee.

Discussion indicated some confusion as to whether graduate students had traditionally been allowed access to all the information involved in program reviews, which can be sensitive in their nature.

The expansion of the vocational education studies program was approved by the council by unanimous vote.

The resolution required that the business education and occupational education majors be merged into the new major. A change in title for the latter from a concentration in occupational education to vocational education was also approved by unanimous vote by the council.

The New Programs Committee reported on new programs under consideration. Reasonable and moderate expansion is proposed for the degree programs of master's of business administration, the master's of accounting and the master's of science.

The proposed programs were not voted on and will be reviewed when the next term of the Graduate Council meets.

U.S. sky spies keep close watch on Soviets, spot nuclear mishap

WASHINGTON (UPI) - U.S. intelligence agencies rely chiefly on two types of satellites to gather information about the Soviet Union and have relied on them for information about the nuclear and defense experts said Thursday.

Despite the presence in outer space of electronic extensions of the eyes and ears of the United States, government spokesmen have said Washington first learned of the Soviet disaster at Chernobyl on April 26 from an announcement by the Soviet news agency Tass Monday.

All four different types of satellites could return information about the explosion and meltdowns at the Chernobyl nuclear reactors, the defense analysts said.

Officials at the intelligence agencies refused to discuss the operations or functions of the satellites or the interpretations of the data. The hardware for intelligence-gathering euph-
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Tommy Lee Johnston

Drift Specials
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8-11 PM
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WIDB and the New Frontier
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35¢ Drafts 75¢ Speedralls $1.00 Call
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HANGAR
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PARKING LOT GRAND PRIX

SUNDAY, MAY 4

The Grand Touring Auto Club's

STUDENTS

NEED A BREAK?

Go Bowling?

Finals Week Special

1/2 Price Bowling

8:00a.m. - 11:15p.m.

May 5 - May 9

Student Center Recreation Area
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Sponsored by

She-Buick

Honda-Nissan

Carbondale

SIU Arena Parking Lot

Sign up 10:00a.m.

Start at 12:00p.m

Classes available for all types of cars

For more information or in case of rain call 529-1329

FURNISHED 2 bdrm. mobile home. $900 plus electric. Call 529-3350 for showings.

BILLY BRYAN 5275-5310

houm 2 bdrm. furnished. $900 plus electric. Call 5275-5310 for showings.

CHATAQUA APTS $300-5300

2 bedroom. $300-5300.

2 bedrooms. $300-5300.

3 bedrooms. $300-5300.

Air: carpet. laundry. some pets allowed. Call 5275-5310.

COUNTRY CLUB CIRCLE $300-5483

3 bedroom. $300-5483.

3000 FARMER

2 bedroom. $220-950.

2 bedroom, 4 bathrooms. $220-950.


LEWIS PARK

800 E. Grand 457-0446

Now offering Aug. 1 and Sept. 1

Swimming Pool

Cablevision

2 Tennis Courts

Microwave

Weight Room

24 Hour Maintenance

3130 S. Well:Candle

3130 S. Well: Punchboard

APARTMENTS SIU APPROVED

Air Conditioning

Furnished

Homes

Garage

Furnished.

Closed off units. Totally Carpeted. Clean.

SUMMER ONLY. 6.3% Apr. Fall and Spring.

Efficiencies.

Close to SIU.

2 bdrm. furnished. $350 plus electric. Call 457-6426 for showings.

FOUR ROCKS COTTAGE.

Closed off rooms.

2 bdrm. furnished. $250 plus electric. Call 457-6426 for showings.

THE QUADS

1205 S. Well:

3130 S. Well:

457-6423:

Show Apts. & M-F-W Sat 11-2:30 PM

Efficiency Apartments

Air Conditioned

Furnished

Carpeted

Close to Campus

SIU Approved

Water Included

Bayles

Dover

Blair

457-5422

529-3929

457-5422

$260 FOR ALL SUMMER

accepting Fall contracts now.

Bening Real Estate

205 East Main

457-2134
STUDENT SPECIAL
FRS MONTH'S RENT
INQUIRE NOW! 1 & 2 Bedroom
rooms available for same day move-in.
Contact now at 629-4444
BEAUTIFUL 824 ft² 2 bedroom
apartments starting at $329.00. Call 629-8302 after 6 pm.

UNITED HOMES
SUMMER RENTAL
ALL ENRICHIES INCLUDES: gas, electric,
water, cable, heat, trash removal, free laundry and pool.
Incentives: 1 Month Free Rent, 1 Month Security Deposit
1 Bedroom: 762 sq ft $385.00
2 Bedroom: 824 sq ft. $457.00
SUMMER RENTAL TOWNHOMES
One Bedroom Townhome: 719 sq ft. $457.00
Two Bedroom Townhome: 920 sq ft. $529.00
SUMMER RENTAL TOWNHOMES
Single Rented Townhome: 1100 sq ft. and up for full 4 bedroom Townhome and up for full $390.00 Per Month. Call 629-2405 appointment.

ROOMS
1 & 2 Bedrooms
- Near Campus
- Fully Furnished
- Air conditioned
- High-speed Internet
- Cable
- Pay-Per-View TV
- Laundry Facilities
- Free Local/Long Distance Call
- Parking
- $300 Security Deposit
- No Pets
- All utilities included

RESIDENCE HALL - YOU'LL LOVE IT HERE
$390.00 per week
$699.00 per month
Double Occupancy
$490.00 per week
$799.00 per month
Semi-Private
$599.00 per week
$999.00 per month
Private
520-4278

Announcing All New Evolve Apartments
The Slopes Area
Sew in Tailoring
Alterations
Designing
120 S. 16th
Hamill, IN 47958

COUNSELOR FOR CHRYSLERS
Challenging opportunity to join the professional staff in our CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM. You will work as a Counselor with CHRYSLERS of Lelarow.
Dependent patients in our inpatient, outpatient, and aftercare programs. It is desired that candidates have a Master's degree in Social Services, Psychology, or other allied health services. Certified or eligible by the Illinois Substance Abuse Counselor Certification Board.
We offer an excellent benefit package and competitive salary. We are a progressive, drug free health care organization.
We invite you to COME GROW WITH US.

COUNSELOR FOR CHRYSLERS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1004 N. Pleasantview Rd.
Carbondale, IL 62903
Mobile Phone: (618) 332-8790
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Police attack pro-Solidarity crowd amid Polish May Day celebrations

WARSAW, Poland (UPI) — Riot police Thursday attacked a pro-Solidarity crowd in Warsaw after a May Day mass and an unprecedented police presence in other cities kept an end to angry demonstrations.

Hundreds of riot police, backed by trucks carrying tear gas and machine guns, surrounded the crowd, which clashed with the police. The crowd, estimated at 8,000 people, tried to march away from the church, but police attacked with tear gas and beat the crowd with their weapons, beating and arresting several leaders.

The crowd then dispersed peacefully.

Waldheim diary says he took orders to kill

NEW YORK (UPI) — Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim entered in a German army war diary how he ordered Adolfo Hitler to kill Greek partisans capturing a village and stop other resistance fighters to save labor camps.

NRC said it obtained the war diary from history professor Robert Herzberg, who found it in the U.S. National Archives.

"We know he was very glum. He can make no decision about this order with his criminal mind," Herzberg told The NRC.

Adolf Hitler, German leader, was asked to order Waldheim down to the village and kill any remaining Greek partisans. The order was given in July 1942.

The diary, written by German military commanders, was not seen until now. Waldheim is a leading candidate for the U.N. secretary-general.

The German army used the war diary to plan its war of aggression against Greece. The war diary records the German officer's orders and his response to the advancing Greek army.

The German officer's orders were to kill Greek partisans and to save the labor camps. The officer was supposed to act in accordance with the German army's plan for the war of aggression.

The German officer's orders were to save the labor camps and to kill any remaining Greek partisans. The officer was supposed to act in accordance with the German army's plan for the war of aggression.

The German officer's orders were to save the labor camps and to kill any remaining Greek partisans. The officer was supposed to act in accordance with the German army's plan for the war of aggression.
Date partners tell it all on ‘Love Connection’

By John Tindall
Staff Writer

Love really had nothing to do with it. SIUC students and their partners pooled their most intimate secrets of their dates to a near-capacity crowd of ‘Love Connection’ fans in Student Center Ballroom D Wednesday night.

Student Programming Council sponsored the dates and presented its own version of the syndicated TV show “The Love Connection,” a take-off on “The Dating Game” of 1966 fame. An interactive crew managed to embarrass the four couples at least once during their onstage interviews — conducted by WICL disc jockey Dan Manelli.

JUICY DETAILS of each of the four dates were paraded before hundreds of enquiring minds, and judged with appasse or boos. Personal turn-ons or turn-offs became public knowledge and were exploited by Manelli and the crowd.

In March, four people were selected by SPC to go on one of four date packages. Each of the four people picked a partner for a taped interview of three would-be dates. These couples were then sent on dates sponsored by SPC Center Programming, Student Center Special Programs and SPC Video, with the understanding that they would undergo grueling public scrutiny during an onstage post-date interview.

IF THE COUPLES for the date turned out to be the ones the audience picked in an unscientific applause poll during the Wednesday night show, SPC would not let the bill for a follow-up date. If the audience didn’t pick the one the contestant ended up going out with, SPC still offered to pay for a date with the audience’s choice.

The contestants to appear on stage was Beth live service and a 20-year-old sophomore who said she looked for good-looking guys to date. The audience was shown the tape clips of the three men she had to choose from, and picked Brian Elmore as the man she should have dated. Elmore said he would have used the interview that “Revenge of the Nerds’ best characterized his love life.

BECKOVICH HAD chosen Mike White as her dating companion. White said his worst-ever dating ever could have been named “stiff” because she was so air-headed.

For the SPC date, the two went to Paducah Kentucky for dinner and a concert. Beckovich said White sang the entire way to Paducah in the limousine and he knows “the words to every song on the radio.”

The pair said they went over the spending limit allotted by SPC, but didn’t really worry too much about it. Beckovich said her date with White was more of a “good friend connection” than a love connection.

MANELLA’S PROBING questions led White to admit that she ended the evening he had kissed Beckovich goodnight “in his mind,” but that was it.

Despite the fact that SPC would not pay for the second date, the two decided to go out again.

The next contestant was 24-year-old radio-TV senior David Jens, whom the audience profoundly scolded when he said his ideal date would be a night at the American Tap.

Jenk chose Jan Goldsmith, an freshman from Carbondale, as his date. Goldsmith recalled in a taped interview that the worst-ever dating experience happened when he date threw up in her lap after eating the late-night special at a local hotdog restaurant. Her weirdest date was one who collected dead animal skeletons and cruised roadways looking for additions to his collection, she said.

ONE OF THE highlights of the date with Jens, Goldsmith said, arose when he dropped his pants for a pre-date photo. Goldsmith said she began having second thoughts about him. Jens said he moaned the photographer in “the heat of the moment.”

The two went to Cape Girardeau, Mo. for dinner and then to a bar. Goldsmith said Jens was “very entertaining” but said he was a “drinking lightweight.” A later disclosure that Goldsmith “fell into the limo” indicated that perhaps Goldsmith shared his low tolerance for alcohol.

Goldsmith said the fun in Cape Girardeau ended after she drank a shot of tequila and was thrown out of the bar for under-age drinking.

MANELLA PRESSED for details about how the night ended, asking “on a scale of one to 10, how does he kiss?”

See LOVE, Page 23

HIGH SPIRITS HAPPY HOUR

3-7

Coors Light $50¢

a glass

Michelob 60¢

a glass

$2.50 a pitcher

$3.00 a pitcher

IMPORTED BEER $1.25

Visit our Beer Garden

The great outdoors with the indoor convenience

Enjoy a game of volleyball or horseshoes.

Special for the weekend:

Heineken $1.25

Myers’s Rum $1.00

DeKuyper Peachtree Schnapps $1.00

PITCH PENNY

Specials for

The Week

PUB & LIQUOR

529-3348

570 E. GRAND

LEWIS PARK MALL

Bacardi Rum

Liquor

750 m. $5.92

750 ml. $5.14

750 ml. $7.65

750 ml. $5.13

NEW! Jim Beam & Lemonade 4 pk. $3.82

WINES

San Martin White Zinfandel 1.5 l $4.86

Blue Nun Liebfraumilch 1.5 l $7.69

Riunite - Any 3 Liter $7.74

Sutter Home Sparkler $5.87

Free tasting Friday - May 2, 5-9pm

WINE COOLERS

Budweiser 6 c. $2.69

Reg-Ltr. 12 c. $4.43

LOWENBRAU 12 c. $3.67

Reg-Dark 6 NR $2.97

LOWENBRAU Reg-Dark 6 NR $4.58

CORONA 6 NR $4.86

THANKS FOR ANOTHER GREAT YEAR!
Goldsmith responded from another room via a TV monitor: "He's sitting right there, go ahead and try it.

Jesk said of the date: "we had ok.

The audience had picked Goldsmith as its favorite for Jesk, and the two decided date again at SPC's expense.

The third contestant was Ruth Jorgensen, a 22-year-old senior, who said: "I didn't really have to go this far to get a date."

One of Jorgensen's turn-nas is baseball hats, she said.

She selected Mike Sawukaytis, a junior from Villa Park to accompany her on the date. Sawukaytis said his turn-nas were nice legs and tube-tops. His worst dating experience happened when he went to the movies and was making out with his date only to discover his parents in the seats behind him complaining about the antics of the two in front.

Jorgensen and Sawukaytis went on a lobster and salad picnic that was characterized by chau. Sawukaytis said the vultures were attacked by snakes, bees and bugs. They also had a flock of vultures circling overhead. Sawukaytis said he forced himself to believe they were in love, but the illusion was shattered when the imo driver returned and asked, "Hey, did you see all those vultures?"

Sawukaytis, after hearing that baseball caps were a turn-off for Jorgensen, appeared on the screen with a maroon-and-white baseball cap proclaiming itself "stolen from Mable's Whose House." He said Jorgensen was "one heck of a girl," but in the wake of the picnic he didn't "feel like making any moves."

Jorgensen said she was disappointed that she "didn't even get to hold his hand."

Fortunately for both of them, the audience picked Sawukaytis as the one best suited to date Jorgensen. They are going out again, courtesy of SPC.

The final contestant of the evening was Eric Handley, a senior from St. Louis who "wished to be a yuppie."

Handley chose Myrleen Richard of Chicago as his date. Richard said she knew Handley from a biology course they shared and that she thought "he was a big jerk" because he asked "stupid questions" about hormones.

Richard said Handley showed up for the date a half an hour late, but they made it to St. Louis in time for a riverboat ride. Most of the date consisted of a Handley-guided tour of St. Louis, and Richard said she said "he had a great time."

RICHARD SAID Handley kissed her on the way home, but admitted she had had better.

The audience had picked Donna Moore, a 20-year-old from Chicago, to be Handley's most likely choice, and when Handley was offered the date with her at SPC's expense, he took it, but said that despite his choice for the second date, Richard was a very nice person.
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The General Accounting Office is unable to track some of the $25 million in funds for the Nicaraguan rebels and as much as $15 million may have "disappeared," Rep. Michael Barnes, D-Md., said Thursday.

Barnes said the GAO, a congressional watchdog agency, found in March that it was unable to account for $2 million donated in a Miami bank account to cover expenses for food, clothing, medicine and other non-lethal assistance for the rebels, known as Contras.

Barnes told the House Foreign Affairs Committee that the State Department of the aid program had provided some additional information but it did not answer the question of how much was spent.

"We have no way of knowing what happened to the funds," Barnes said.

"We need to know if the aid has been properly spent." Barnes said.

The Contras are fighting to overthrow the Marxist-led Nicaraguan government. President Reagan has been accused of hamstringing the administration and Congress have not called for an inquiry into the administration's policies in Central America.

Barnes said the GAO has estimated that its final accounting will show $15 million of the $25 million will have disappeared from sight in this way.

Congress last year approved the $25 million in aid for the Contras but barred the use of any money for arms purchases. The Contras are fighting to overthrow the Marxist-led Nicaraguan government. President Reagan has been accused of hamstringing the administration and Congress have not called for an inquiry into the administration's policies in Central America.

Barnes said the GAO has estimated that its final accounting will show $15 million of the $25 million will have disappeared from sight in this way.

The Miami account was set up to pay suppliers in Central America and elsewhere for goods not purchased in the United States.

Elliot Abrams, assistant secretary of state for Latin America, told the committee in March that the State Department is able to track all the expenditures but the identification of the brokers and other persons involved in the transactions is classified.

Barnes said the appropriation was made under the requirement that the administration "establish appropriate procedures to ensure" the money was spent for non-lethal aid. Barns said the foreign aid commission is unable to do this because the administration has not disclosed all information about the purchasing account to the GAO.

Barnes said he will seek more information from the State Department about the aid program.

Toll of farm bank failures rises by 3 to total of 40

By United Press International

Three small banks in agricultural communities were closed Thursday, bringing the nationwide 1986 failure total to 40 institutions.

Regulators blamed loan losses in the weak farm and energy sectors for the closings.

In Darke, Ohio, federal officials closed The First National Bank of Carter and said it will be liquidated.

The FDIC said the bank had $1 million in savings and $2 million in loans totaling $1.6 million, or 44 percent of the value of the bank's lending.

The closing of the Nor- tonville institution marked the third failure of the year in northeast Kansas, the state bank commissioner's office said.

In Bedford, Iowa, federal banking regulators closed the Bedford National Bank after an audit showed it suffering losses of more than $6.4 million in agricultural loan losses.

The FDIC said the bank's two offices will reopen Friday as The American National Bank, a subsidiary of Thurman State Corp. of Thurman, Iowa.

It was the fifth bank failure in Iowa this year, four of the institutions were federally chartered banks.
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It was the fifth bank failure in Iowa this year, four of the institutions were federally chartered banks.
Men's track tuning up for MVC's with Illini

By Steve Koolos
Staff Writer

Since the Missouri Valley Conference outdoor championships are a week away, Saluki men's track coach Bill Cornwell doesn't want to run his team into the ground Friday night in a dual meet at Illinois.

"We have to think of next week because the conference meet is the most important meet of the year," Cornwell said. "We want to be as competitive as we can against Illinois but not at the expense of the conference meet.

Because of the conference championships, Cornwell has altered his lineup for Friday's meet.

Cornwell said that Mike Elliott and Bret Garrett, who both have qualified for nationals in the 800 meters, will not run in the 800 cn Friday because he doesn't want them to peak a week before the conference meet.

Elliott is entered in the 1,500-meter run, and Garrett in the 400-meter intermediate hurdles. Both are entered in the 1,600-meter relay with Gerard Horne and Connor Mason.

Cornwell also announced that Andrew Pettigrew, who has sidelined the past two weeks because of a small stress fracture in his left foot, is probable for Friday's meet.

"He said he's not feeling any pain," Cornwell said. "Pettigrew is the only one who can feel the pain so it's up to him whether he wants to run on Friday."

Other Saluki entries include Ron Harrer in the discus and shot put; Connor Mason in the 100 and 300-meter dashes; Brian Bradley in the long jump and 400-meter dash and Felipe Martin in the triple jump and 400-meter dash.

The Salukis' 400-meter relay team will consist of Tim Mayborn, Mason, Bradley, and Martin.

However, the Fighting Illini, who defeated SIUC 197-1 last year in Carbondale, are strong favorites in Friday's meet.

Based on season performances, Illinois is favored in nine of 11 events.

Illinois has matched SIUC by qualifying two individuals for nationals: pole vaulter Lane Lohr (15-6) and Dean Starkey (64-7.5). With Lohr, Starkey, and Jim Russell (16-6), the Fighting Illini have one of the top pole vaulting crews in the nation.

Wienes said that his premier sprinter, Tim Simon, will compete in three events, Friday: the long jump, and the 400- and 1,600-meter relays.

Because of a hamstring injury he suffered earlier in the season, Simon has yet to compete in the 400-meter dash, his specialty.
Don't be confused about where to sell your books. Ask a friend and they will tell you that 710 is the store that pays TOP CASH.
We'll pay top price for your textbooks, no matter where you bought them.

“When students compare, We gain a customer.”

710 S. ILLINOIS AVE

Hours:
M-Sat. 8:30-5:30
Derby favorite Snow Chief draws unsavory position in run for roses

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) — Snow Chief, the Derby favorite Thursday drew a disadvantageous 12th post for the $569,150 1 3/16 mile million dollar race richest in 112 runnings of the world's most famous horse race.

The spot presented racing's only million-dollar millionaire with a long distance to run for position — and left him stuck inside the only horses in the field of 16 with more speed than him.

Linied up to his right, in the 13th starting position respectively are: Bachelo Beau, wire-to-wire winner of the Blue Grass Stakes; Groovy pacesetter in the Gotham and Wood Memorial sakes, and Zabaleta, who caught Groovy to win a division of the split Bay Shore Stakes.

Badger Land, the 3:1 second pick, drew No. 10, a hole somewhat better suited to his running style just off the pace.

The luckiest draw may have been that of Bold Arrangement! No. 4 — a spot well to the left of the British invader's off-the-pace style.

The complete field for the $1,400,000 race, from the rail with jockeys and odds:

Ferdinand, Bill Shoemaker, 20-1; Mogarno, Leroy Jolley. 11-1; Wise "times, Keith Allen, 12-1; Bold Arrangement, Chris McGarr, 12-1; Icy Groom, Eddie Maple, 12-1; Southern Appeal, Jesse Davidso, 12-1; Vernon Castle, Eddie Delahoussaye, 30-1; Rampage, Pat Day, 20-1; Boston Brush, Vicere Braciale, 10-1; Badger Land, Jorge Vasquez, 3-1; Wheatly Hall, Gary Stevens, 30-1; Snow Chief, Alex Solis, 6-5; Bachelo Beau, Larry Melancon, 11-3; Groovy, Laftin Frencle, 30-1; Zabaleta, Darrel McHargue, 12-1; and Fooby Forbes, Randy Romero, 12-1.

Wise Times, Icy Groom, Southern Appeal, Zabaleta and Fooby Forbes were grouped as a five-horse mutual betting field.

"I like the fact that the speed drew outside," said Sam Ramer, rainer of Icy Groom, runner-up to Snow Chief in the Santa Anita Derby. "It's perfect for my horse and his Zabaleta's style of running (4 to 5 lengths back off the pace). They'll have to do their speed to get into position by the first turn.

The winner's share of the record purse is $609,400; second place is worth $100,000; third is $50,000 and fourth is $25,000.
Salukis and Syracuses to battle for MVC title

By Ron Warnick
Staff Writer

This is 1. This is for the man.

Two noon doubleheaders Saturday at All-Alls Martin Field between the baseball Salukis and Indiana State. This is for the women.

Salukis win bragging rights as the Missouri Valley's best team during the regular season.

"It's gonna be an exciting weekend. It's gonna be a good weekend," Craig Leiferts. Rich Gossage didn't steal second.

Salukis don't hit as many home runs as the Syracuses. But Salukis steal bases. Salukis pitch better. Salukis have more experience.

"The Salukis have good reason to remain cautious, especially with the Syracuses' slaughterhouse of catcher Mike Eberle. (3-0), first baseman Bo Rodriguez (3-3), second baseman Mike Lexa (3-15, 19 homers, 42 RBI) and outfi eader Paul Fryer (46 RBI)."

Rounding out the solid pitching order are shortstop Todd Nolan, third baseman Jeff Buell (279, five homers, 22 RBI) and outfi eader Doug Wood (372, three homers, 24 RBI).

Both Salukis and Syracuses have similar earned run averages (4.47 to 4.50) and fielding averages (both are .932).

Indiana State's starting four pitchers are John Howes (7-3, 3.13), Mike Gardner (5-3, 4.49) and Paul Quinlan (8-3, 3.44). The second four are more matched.

Since the two teams are so well-matched, Jones thinks that an element of luck may be what determines the series. "If they have the advantage of the breaks as they come," Jones said.

---

Martinez powers Padres to win over Cardinals

SAN DIEGO (UPI) - Carmelo Martinez homered and scored three times Thursday to help Eric Show to his first victory of the season and lead the San Diego Padres to a 4-3 triumph over the St. Louis Cardinals. Martinez tied it 1-1 in the fifth on Vince Valenzuela's RBI single that drove in Martinez, who reached base on an error by third baseman Terry Pendleton and then stole second. The Padres went ahead to stay in the sixth inning with a pair of runs to make it 3-1. Terry Kennedy's double scored Kevin McReynolds, who had singled, with the first run of the inning. Martinez, who walked and reached second on a passed ball by catcher C.J. Urrutia. Smith walked, stole second and advanced to third on a throwing error by second baseman Joe Orsini.

St. Louis scored its second run in the seventh when Smith doubled, stole second and came in on Coleman's sacrifice fly.

The Cardinals added their final run in the ninth on Coleman's third sacrifice fly of the game that scored Smith. Smith walked, stole second and reached third on a throwing error by catcher Terry Kennedy. Coleman tied the major league record for sacrifice flies in a season with 14. The record is shared by four other players.

Saint Louis, struggling lately after going off to a good start, will travel to Arizona Friday for a three-game set with the Diamondbacks, who are also struggling and have been hit hard by injuries.

Starting pitchers for Friday's 9:35 game are John Tudor (3-4) for the Cardinals and Jerry Reuss (1-4) for the Dodgers.

---

Softball team makes final home appearance

By Steve Merritt
Staff Writer

In their final two home appearances of the season, the Saluki softball team will try to break a four-game losing streak and make up for the upcoming Gateway Conference Tournament on Saturday against Missouri State.

"We're going to have to improve our pitching," said Head coach Kay Brechtel bauer. "We have a chance to improve our seeding at the conference tournament. The better we work in both, the better the Salukis have very good chances.

Brechtel bauer said she gives the edge to Wichita on pitching, while Southwest is a better hitting team.

The assumption at the beginning of the season that Wichita would be the strong point has proven accurate. Despite slipping batting averages and an abundance of errors, Lori Peterson and Lori Day have demonstrated their worth in the mound.

Peterson, a sophomore, has a 1-6 record with five one-run losses. Day, a freshman, has a .74 record with a pair of no-hitters and four shutouts. Day is getting married in the fall, and thus is losing her final appearance as a Saluki.

The Salukis' scheduled opponent with Southwest Missouri is slated for a 2 p.m. Friday start. "They're gonna be tough," said Peterson.

"We're a coed division, and we are a very good team," said Peterson.

Former Saluki track star will lead annual 10K run

The Jacksonville Heart Association is holding a 10-Kilometer run beginning at 6 a.m. Saturday at the Sports Center.

Pete Carroll, assistant professor of physical education, said that this year, in addition to the 10K, the Heart Association is trying a new event called the Vogler Ford 10K relay.

"This should be more of a fun race and is directed at those who are more interested in a fitness run," Carroll said.

Carroll explained that each of four relay members will run 2.5 kilometers, which is approximately 1.5 miles, each participant will get a running time of 17 minutes. The association's logo regardless of what place they place, while runners receive trophies.

There are men's, women's and co-ed divisions for the relay.

For the 10K race, which will start simultaneously and take the same course as the relay, there are 24 divisions racing from 14-49 years old and 300 increments. Over 100 runners have already entered, Carroll said.

The men's course record holder, Chris Bunyan, a former Saluki trackster, is entered again this year in an attempt to break his time of 29 minutes and 27.8 seconds.

The women's course record, 36:14, was set in 1980 by Jenny Johnson.

Entry forms can be obtained from the physical education office in Davies Gymnasium or at Pulliam Pool and will be accepted up to one hour prior to race time on Saturday at the Sports Center. The entry fee is $6.00.

---

Sports

---
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